
YEAR 6 HOMEWORK PACK 4

PHASE 4

Please e-mail the Year 6 team via Mrs Fogarty-Slack
sfogarty-slack@hvp.org.uk with any questions, 

support needed or to share all your wonderful work 
during this period of time.

In addition to the tasks we have set, there are several websites the children 
can access to continue their learning and revision. Please see below.
N.B. Some of the websites listed are offering free membership for 
parents/carers during this period of time.

http://ww.twinkl.co.uk/offer     enter code: UKTWINKLHELPS    

http://www.spellingframe.co.uk 

https://www.transum.org/Software/SW/Quickulations/ 

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/daily10
https://www.morningchallenge.co.uk/home

https://kids.classroomsecrets.co.uk/  (see next page).

Whilst school is closed, we have planned and designed a variety of 
tasks for the Year 6 children to complete. The tasks are designed to 
be follow the learning that would have been happening in school, as 

closely as possible. In addition, we also expect all pupils to read 
daily, as well as use TT Rockstars and Spelling Shed to practise their 

times tables facts and spellings. 

mailto:sfogarty-slack@hvp.org.uk
http://www.twinkl.co.uk/offer
http://www.spellingframe.co.uk
https://www.transum.org/Software/SW/Quickulations/
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/daily10
https://www.morningchallenge.co.uk/home
https://kids.classroomsecrets.co.uk/
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Thank you NHS!
Colour in this page and stick it in your window to show 

how much we appreciate all the hard work of
 our NHS staff during this difficult time.
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Home Learning
 Hall of Fame

Corin’s writing (Moscow class)

In the dead of the night, light dissolved and darkness rose. As a 
silhouette came flashing by, deafening screams were heard for miles. The 
scream was coming from a carriage, a carriage which had a beast. It was 
colossal, the size of a bus. 
It’s eyes were like crows: dark, 
frightening and demon-like. 
The victim was inside the dere-
lict carriage, her shadow was 
on the boulder; she was curled 
up in a ball petrified of what 
might happen. She was being led
to the castle it had no charact-
eristics, it was bare and dull. 
The castle was incredibly large with turrets on each corner. 

Below is a selection of the superb effort many of you have been putting into your 
home learning over the last few weeks. Keep sending us your wonderful work, and you 

could end up in the Hall of Fame!
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Home Learning
 Hall of Fame

Beau (Washington class)

Below is a selection of the superb effort many of you have been putting into your 
home learning over the last few weeks. Keep sending us your wonderful work, and you 

could end up in the Hall of Fame!

A few highlights from Beau’s incredibly 
mature speech on how we can reduce 
waste and the damage to our 
environment - well done, Beau!

“In the past decade, we have been 
destroying our planet and we have to fix 
it. It is all our responsibility so we need to 
pull together.”

“Humans throw things away too often 
when we can recycle. For example, we can 
swap toys instead of buying new ones.”

“Just one little change from every person, 
will change the world.”
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Hall of Fame

Evie (Washington class)
What an incredible achievement! 
Evie showed such dedication to this 
challenge across the year, starting 
in September and completing whilst 
at home.

We are so proud of your 
commitment to reading and 
finishing the challenge, Evie, well 
done!
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Whilst there may be lots of doom & gloom in the news at the 
moment, here is a more light-hearted news story gracing 

the news! But can you guess what the story is? 
(The answer is on the next page!)

What new invention is this?
What have these penguins been 

getting up to?
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Prior to the Government’s 
isolation measures, this inventive 
hairdresser in Holland created an 
unusual way to still keep cutting 

their client’s hair - using an 
umbrella as a shield! 

Whilst they are closed to the 
public, the Shedd Aquarium in 

Chicago has been letting its 
penguins out to explore parts of 
the aquarium they would never 

normally see!
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Task 1: Using the following YouTube links, these videos walk the 
children through past Maths SATs papers, question-by-question. 
Children can complete the question and then follow the guidance 
to see if their calculations and answer(s) are correct.

*Miss Roach’s maths group: In addition to the work in this 
booklet, please continue to also work through the 

‘Headstart Mastery’ booklet set for you on Friday 13th March.

Strengths Areas to work on

✓

✓

✓

*

*

*

CHALLENGE!
KS2 2015 Level 6 paper

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UmwlQsBCVNc

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UmwlQsBCVNc
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Fluent in Five
Sets of five arithmetic questions - aim to answer each set  in under five minutes!

Set A
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Fluent in Five
Sets of five arithmetic questions - aim to answer each set  in under five minutes!

Set B
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Fluent in Five
Sets of five arithmetic questions - aim to answer each set  in under five minutes!

Set C
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Fluent in Five
Sets of five arithmetic questions - aim to answer each set  in under five minutes!

Set D
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Set E Match the equivalent decimals, percentages and fractions.

Fill in the missing equivalent decimals, percentages and fractions.
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Answer each calculation fully, showing all workings.

1

2
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Answer each calculation fully, showing all workings.

3

4
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Answer each calculation fully, showing all workings.

5

6
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Answer each calculation fully, showing all workings.

6

7
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Answer each calculation fully, showing all workings.

8

Why?

9
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Answer each calculation fully, showing all workings.

10
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Skill recap: Time (pack 2) 

Draw this time on an 
analogue clock.

Draw this time on 
a digital clock:

2)

3) 4)

1)
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Skill recap: Written division (pack 3) 
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Skill: Written multiplication
Knowledge

Multiply - To increase an amount or number.
Product - Product is the result of multiplying two or 

more quantities together.

Watch the following video to recap the written method:

Year 6 mini-maths video tutorial - written multiplication
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=313&v=J7YZJ-kgNVQ&feature=emb_logo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=313&v=J7YZJ-kgNVQ&feature=emb_logo
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Skill practise: Written multiplication 
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Skill practise: Decimal multiplication 

To revise multiplying with decimals, 
visit:

https://www.mathswithmum.com/
multiplying-decimals/ 

https://www.mathswithmum.com/multiplying-decimals/
https://www.mathswithmum.com/multiplying-decimals/
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Apply: Written multiplication 

1)

2)

3)

Sacks of potatoes contain an average of 
95 potatoes. In a year, a farmer sells 4,911 sacks. 
How many potatoes does she sell in one year? 

A rugby club has an average attendance of 6,962 
people to each match. What is the total attendance 
for the 39 matches played in a season?
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4 There are 77 biscuits in a packet. 
A supermarket orders 9,778 packets. 

How many biscuits will be in the 9,778 packets? 

5)
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Apply: Written Multiplication
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Look out  for our Spelling Shed Hall of Fame in the next learning pack - 
will your name be on there? 

Well done to the following Spelling Shed superstars who 
have been smashing it over the last few weeks!

Matilda, Harvey, Evie,
Archie, Tomas W, Joshua,

Patrick, Nueza, Nikola

Each of you have been rewarded with 1,000 points!

http://play.edshed.com
All the children have been given 
accounts for Spelling Shed to access 
at school and at home (log-in details 
are stuck inside the children’s reading 
records). They will be set their weekly 
spellings using this platform, which 
they can practice at home ready for 
their weekly spelling test. We look 
forward to seeing how they get on 
with this exciting, new programme. 

http://play.edshed.com
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Task 1: 
Practice 
your 
spellings of 
your 
common 
exception 
words in 
your best 
handwriting
. 
Remember: 
look, cover, 
write, 
check. 

Task 2:  
Write 5 
different 
sentences 
using your 
common 
exception 
words. 
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   Grid 1     Grid 2 Grid 3

Generate as many different words as possible using the
letters within each grid! 

ULTIMATE CHALLENGE!
Discover the single word that is made up from all of the 

letters within the square.

Worked examples:
rugs
Greg
great (a = Ninja vowel)

TOP TIP!
The Ninja squares can stand for any VOWEL of your choosing!
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1

2

3
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5

4

6
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GPS Skill - teach: Sentences
(simple, compound and complex)

Watch the following video to recap the differences 
between simple, compound and complex sentences:

Knowledge

● Main Clause - A main clause is a clause that can stand alone.

● Subordinate Clause - A subordinate clause is a clause which 
adds information to a main clause. 

● Subordinating Conjunction - A subordinating conjunction is a 
word that joins a main and a subordinate clause.

● Co-ordinating Conjunction - A co-ordinating conjunction is a 
word that joins two main clauses. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vFqH2hLDFRM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vFqH2hLDFRM
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Apply: Sentences

1)

2)

3)

Identify whether each sentence is a simple, 
compound or complex sentence:

4)

5)

6)

There aren’t any chips, which means we’ll have to have pasta instead!

The boys worked very hard on their home learning, so each got a reward!

The film had me on the edge of my seat, it was so nerve-wracking!

Go and look for that spelling in the dictionary!

The Peak District - a national park in Derbyshire - is great for long walks.

My cousins live in Canada and my grandparents live in India.

What is different about this sentence? Explain fully.

Alana, who has got very shiny hair, always looks neat 
and tidy at school.
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     Question time!
Who is this girl?
How did she find this nest? 
Why did she take the egg?
Who does the giant egg belong 
to?
What does she plan to do next?

Write a diary entry from the girl’s POV
(e-mail us copies of your writing!)

Success criteria
✓ 5-10 common exception words

✓ 2-3 complex sentences
✓ contracted words (e.g. don’t, can’t)

✓ Tier 2 adjectives
✓ Emotive language

For starters…
Dear Diary,

So today didn’t go exactly as I’d expected…

It was just after lunch, Mum had made us do our history work all morning so I was 
desperate to get outside! I went out, equipped with my phone and bicycle, but...

Text type: Diary entry       Purpose: To inform/recount            Audience: Yourself
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GPS Skill - teach: Colons

1. Colons can be used to introduce lists:

2. Colons can be used to give details of an idea:

Now turn to the next page, to put this skill into action!
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     Question time!
What has happened to 

the world?
Where has the water 

come from?
What caused the water 

to rise?
Are people still living 

here?

Challenge!
Create a story based on 

this image
 from the mermaid’s perspective.

Success criteria
✓ 6-10 complex sentences

✓ 2-3 questions
✓ a relative clause

✓ Tier 2 adjectives and adverbs
✓ 2 De : de sentences

E-mail Mrs F-S  a copy of your writing and it could be in the next Hall of Fame!
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Now answer the questions on the next page.
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(adjective) 
Changeable; movable; can 
change without warning.

(noun)
A pulling force that works 
across space.

(verb) 
To be seen, to be noticed.

(adjective) 
Strange, different.

 (noun)
A large, natural object that 
orbits, or travels around, a 
star.

(noun)
A chunk of rock and metal 
in outer space that is in 
orbit around the Sun.

(plural noun)
People who study a subject 
to find out new information.

(noun)
The path that an object 
takes in space when it goes 
around a star, a planet or a 
moon.
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After you have finished reading, answ
er 

the questions on the next page.
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2) Look at the story from Canada.

Find the meanings of these three words:-
scaremongering: 

camaraderie: 

caremongering:

3) Look at the story from New Zealand.

Put these events in order.

1) Match the people involved (the subjects of the news story) to their location.
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7) The coronavirus means that there is a lot of serious, and sometimes sad, 
news about. Which of these stories from around the world do you find 
either cheering or fascinating? 

Explain your choice.

                                                                                                                                                     d
                                                                                                                                                       
 
                                                                                                                                                    d
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
d
                                                                                                                                                      D           

4) Look at the news from India. 

What message is being given in the sand sculpture? 
Explain in your own words.

5) Find and copy 3 facts/statistics about the tower that has been built from 
the story in Saudi Arabia:

i) ______________________________________________
ii) ______________________________________________
iii) ______________________________________________

6) Look at the story from the USA.

What words would you use to describe 13-year-old Zaila Avant-Garde’s 
new world record? Explain your answer fully.
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After you have finished reading, answ
er 

the questions on the next page.
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1) How far apart should you plant the chilli seeds?________________

2) Which word tells the reader how they should water the seeds when they 
have initially been planted? What does this suggest? 
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________

3) What should you do when the seedlings appear? 
__________________________________________________

4) Why does the author use the ‘Can you take the heat?’ subheading? 
_________________________________________________

5) What should you do to encourage more growth from the chilli plant?
_________________________________________________

6) How does the Cayenne pepper compare in heat units to other peppers? 
Explain your thinking. 
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________

7) Complete the following table. 

Statement True False

You should position the seed tray to a warm place as soon as they 
have been planted. 

The top should be cut off the first chillies to encourage bushiness. 

The hottest chilli was grown by ‘The Chilli Factory’ in 2011.

When in individual pots, the chilli plant should be fed weekly.
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After you have finished reading, answ
er the 

questions on the next page.
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1) Why are ‘green walls’ useful for people with small gardens?

____________________________________________________

2) Describe the difference between the simplest and complicated form of 
green wall. ___________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________

3) Look at the paragraph beginning ‘How To…’

Explain why you may need to use plants that are ‘natural climbers’ to 
create a simple green wall. _______________________________
___________________________________________________

4) Why should you tie plants to the frame or wire? 

___________________________________________________

5) What information can be gathered from this text about the largest 
vertical garden? _______________________________________
___________________________________________________

6) Find a synonym from the text to match each of the following words, then 
define the word.

helpful _______________
______________________
______________________

even _______________
______________________
______________________

appealing _______________
______________________
______________________

particularly _______________
______________________
______________________
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Open the separate document we have uploaded to the school 
website for you, called  ‘First News debate - Should the government 
do more to reduce food waste?’.

Read the information in the booklet first, making bullet point notes 
about key points and arguments as you read.

After this, look at the discussion points below and have a discussion 
(or a debate if you disagree!) with the people in your house - should 
the Government do more to reduce the amount of food we waste?
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Share with your teacher a review of the book you are 

currently reading. You can present this in any way you like! 
Possible ideas might include a written review, a poster, a 

video or a story-map of the events so far. 

Be sure to include: 
- The title and author
- A brief summary of the events so far
- A description of the book’s protagonist or 

other key character
- Your opinion of the book
- A prediction of what may happen next

E-mail us your review!
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We have made an online quiz for you and your family to complete! 

Anyone can have a go, but the questions are all based on our 

theme of Britain at War! Why not see who can get the highest score 

in your house? The top ten quizzers will feature in the next learning 

pack!

Quiz time!

Open www.joinmyquiz.com 

from any phone, tablet or laptop/PC 
and type in the game code

8 5 8 0 2 4

http://www.joinmyquiz.com
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Research Task : 

Who was Winston Churchill?

 

Use the following resources to guide your 
research.

https://kids.britannica.com/kids/article/Winston-
Churchill/352961

https://www.ducksters.com/biography/winston_
churchill.php

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zkrkscw/a
rticles/zfq9pg8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cFUSLK2z6qI

Your task: Create a biography about Winston Churchill. 

You may choose to complete this as a piece of writing, or to present your 
biography in a different way.

Make sure that your biography answers the following questions:

Why is Winston Churchill remembered?
What were Churchill’s biggest achievements?
How did Churchill inspire people during the war?

Fast Facts!
Born: _____________________
Died: _____________________
Length of time as Prime Minister: _______
_______________________________
Family: __________________________
_______________________________
Remembered for: __________________
_______________________________

Share your finished piece with 
your teacher by E-mail.

https://kids.britannica.com/kids/article/Winston-Churchill/352961
https://kids.britannica.com/kids/article/Winston-Churchill/352961
https://www.ducksters.com/biography/winston_churchill.php
https://www.ducksters.com/biography/winston_churchill.php
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zkrkscw/articles/zfq9pg8
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zkrkscw/articles/zfq9pg8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cFUSLK2z6qI
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World War Two: Code Breakers! 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-vid
eo/history-ks2-codebreaking-in-world-war

-two/zdq2jhv

To stop secret messages being 
intercepted during the war, the 
British Intelligence Service were 
working hard to deliver 
messages in code. 
Watch the following 
video to learn more 
about how the British 
tried to communicate
 their plans in secret!

Use this code to answer the following questions about WW2.

Why not use a code to make 
messages for your family to 

interpret! 

You could even research 
wartime codes to write in or 

make one of your own by 
replacing each letter of the 

alphabet for a different 
letter, number or symbol. 

Eg: 
A = 19     or     A = F  or    A = &

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/history-ks2-codebreaking-in-world-war-two/zdq2jhv
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/history-ks2-codebreaking-in-world-war-two/zdq2jhv
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/history-ks2-codebreaking-in-world-war-two/zdq2jhv
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Talking point: 

Create your own talking point grid to try at home! 
Choose keywords relating to an aspect of our WW2 learning and complete the 

grid below. 

1 point 2 points 3 points - 1 point
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1) Use the search bar to look for 
locations. Can you find your 
house or other landmarks from 
around the world?

2) Use the ‘Map Selector’ tool to 
choose which map you’re 
looking at. You might want to 
look at a map of Peterborough 
from the 1800s!
 

We have registered for a new resource called Digimap. 
This allows you to see and use maps from around the world! 

Use the login details below to try some of our challenges!
https://digimapforschools.edina.ac.uk/

Username: PE78LS
Password: drairs2931

Subscription available until 31st July 2020

3) Plan a walk. Use the drawing 
tools to map the route you will 
take. Use the measurement tools 
to measure the distance of your 
walk. 
4) Print your map and go on your 
walk. Take photos of key things 
you find on your journey. Add your 
photos to the correct point in 
your journey using the ‘upload 
image’ button.
 

We can’t wait to see your maps! Share your creations with us by sending us a 
JPG or PDF of your map. 

Please do not save your maps using the ‘Saved Maps’ icon, as this can be 
accessed by all users. 

https://digimapforschools.edina.ac.uk/
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Learn a language - for free!

Create a free account on www.duolingo.com 
and start learning any language, all for free!

http://www.duolingo.com
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